CRIMINAL DEFAMATION: STILL “AN INSTRUMENT OF DESTRUCTION” IN THE AGE OF FAKE NEWS
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I. INTRODUCTION

When Bangladeshi journalist Abdul Latif Morol, a correspondent for the Daily Probaha, used Facebook on August 1, 2017 to relay reports about the death of a goat, he was not expecting to be the target of a criminal defamation prosecution.1 The previous day, Bangladesh’s Minister of State for Fisheries and Livestock Narayan Chandra Chanda donated the goat to a poor farmer in Dumuria during an event sponsored by the government’s local livestock department.2 Following the event, news organizations published stories noting that the goat had died overnight. Morol took to Facebook to report the information, writing, “Goat given by state minister in the morning dies in the evening.”3

Soon after the post was published, fellow journalist Subrata Faujdar, a correspondent for the Daily Spandan, filed a criminal defamation complaint against Morol.4 Faujdar claimed that Morol’s post, which also contained a photo of the minister, was intended to demean the official.5 Faujdar was a supporter of the ruling party in Bangladesh and filed the complaint because
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he “felt bad about the issue.” Specifically, Faujdar’s complaint alleged that the Facebook post had harmed the minister’s reputation in violation of Section 57 of Bangladesh’s Information & Communication Technology Act 2006, which criminalizes publishing material online deemed to contain false information, defamatory statements, and expression which tarnishes the image of the state or of an individual. The law also carries maximum penalties of 14 years in prison and fines equivalent to more than $100,000 in U.S. dollars. Morol was arrested by Bangladesh police on August 1 before later being released on bail. As of December 2017, Morol was still facing the charges.

A journalist facing a criminal punishment over a Facebook post about a dead goat seems absurd, but criminal defamation provisions used to punish such expression remain on the books in countries worldwide. In his concurring opinion in Garrison v. Louisiana, U.S. Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas warned that criminal defamation actions brought by government officials constituted an “instrument[] of destruction” for free expression. Despite the assertions of many legal scholars, criminal defamation statutes continue to pose a significant threat to freedom of expression, in the United States and worldwide.

Although many regard such laws as anachronistic, criminal defamation prosecutions are a regular occurrence throughout the world. Social media, blogs, and other forms of digital expression have made it easy to criticize powerful individuals. Those criticized retaliate by filing criminal complaints, enabling law enforcement authorities to search homes, seize computers and mobile devices, and arrest bloggers and other individuals who often lack resources available to legacy media. In some parts of the world, journalists and editors are forced to defend themselves in court against government officials’ or private figures’ criminal defamation lawsuits, risking fines and potential imprisonment. Several prominent individuals have sought to wield criminal defamation as a punitive measure against critics rather than as a tool to merely protect their reputations. Even when criminal defamation charges or lawsuits are dropped or dismissed, the
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targeted speakers are frequently chilled from engaging in future speech. Perhaps even more alarming, criminal defamation prosecutions are not limited to countries with regressive views toward open expression.

In recent years, numerous criminal defamation prosecutions have occurred in the United States and the world over. This paper documents selected examples of the charges, prosecutions, convictions, and punishments that result from some of the criminal defamation laws remaining in existence across the globe. We collected reports and updates published between 2015 and 2017 by several free press advocacy organizations, including the Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ), the International Press Institute, Freedom House, Article 19, Reporters Without Borders, and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe’s Representative on Freedom of the Media. Our analysis examined stories from news organizations in several countries, as well as court opinions and decisions. Using this compilation of information, we identified general trends and themes emerging from criminal defamation cases in the United States as well as internationally. The result is not an exhaustive accounting of all criminal defamation cases throughout the world. Rather, our aim is to provide illustrative examples to demonstrate that criminal defamation remains an “instrument of destruction.”

This article begins with an examination of how criminal defamation laws are being used throughout the United States and internationally. First, we discuss the types of criminal defamation prosecutions found in the United States, which typically involve disputes between private individuals. We also examine examples of the types of reporting and criticisms that have prompted government officials and public figures outside the United States to seek criminal prosecution of journalists, news organizations, and others. Our analysis then turns to the penalties and adverse consequences journalists and other critics face when accused of committing criminal defamation in the United States and abroad. Finally, we discuss the continued threat that these criminal provisions pose for freedom of expression worldwide, particularly in the context of allegations of “fake news,” and consider the steps necessary to combat this threat.

II. CRIMINAL DEFAMATION CASES IN THE UNITED STATES

Many media law scholars have described criminal defamation law in the United States as “essentially dead”12 and “virtually eradicated.”13 Legal thinkers who acknowledge that criminal defamation is not entirely moribund nevertheless suggest that criminal penalties for false, harmful statements “belong in our history texts, not in our law books”14 and have “no place in a democratic society.”15 Others contend that criminal defamation in the United States is a “minimal legal threat”16 and that prosecutions are “relatively rare.”17

This position is perhaps understandable if one relies solely on U.S. Supreme Court precedent. In 1964, the high court’s decision in Garrison v. Louisiana held that the Constitution forbade civil or criminal sanctions for truthful statements about public officials acting in their official capacities.18 Referencing their decision in New York Times v. Sullivan, decided earlier that same year, the Court determined that criminal sanctions could be imposed only when a person made statements with “actual malice”—i.e., knowledge of falsity or reckless disregard for the truth.19 That decision seemed to deal a death blow to criminal defamation in the United States.

However, criminal defamation has continued to live on in the United States. Although there are no federal criminal penalties for libelous speech, 17 states still have criminal defamation statutes on the books.20 Researchers
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examining state trial court records have observed that criminal prosecutions for defamation are more common than scholarly consensus would suggest. These criminal defamation prosecutions rarely involve matters of public concern, only occasionally are brought by public officials, and seldom involve “mainstream media.” However, they are by no means unheard of. Typically, public officials who do instigate criminal libel prosecutions are more likely to target outspoken individuals, many of whom operate blogs or act as citizen journalists, rather than the institutional press. Those public officials are able to utilize criminal complaints as a means to empower law enforcement officials to search homes and seize property, which, in turn, is a way to intimidate and silence critics.

Interestingly, Louisiana appears to be particularly active. For example, in 2016, a Louisiana sheriff executed a search warrant on a local police officer’s home in search of a blogger. The search, conducted by Terrebonne Parish Sheriff Jerry Larpenter’s office, sought to uncover the identity of the publisher of “ExposeDAT,” a blog reporting on the relationships and possible corruption between politicians and business officials in the parish. Specifically, the blog publicized financial dealings between the parish government and a local insurance agent. The agent’s office was hired to set up the parish government’s insurance coverage, which was done without a public bidding process and for which the sheriff’s office was billed monthly. The blog noted that the insurance agent, who served as the president of the local parish levee and conservation board, also employed the sheriff’s wife, and raised questions about whether her employment contributed to the agent’s new business arrangements.

The insurance agent filed a criminal defamation complaint against the blog in August 2016, which the sheriff’s office used as the basis to investigate. After obtaining IP address records from AT&T, the sheriff’s
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office searched police officer Wayne Anderson’s home and seized several computers and smart phones.\(^{25}\) The blog’s author was subsequently revealed to be Anderson’s wife, Jennifer Anderson.\(^{26}\) After the search, the Andersons challenged the constitutionality of the warrant in state court. The Louisiana Court of Appeal for the First Circuit determined that the warrant was invalid.\(^{27}\) The appellate court dismissed the warrant after finding that it lacked probable cause, noting that the insurance agent held a public position as president of the conservation board. Citing Garrison v. Louisiana,\(^{28}\) the court determined that the “conduct complained of is not a criminally actionable offense” because Louisiana’s criminal defamation law had been deemed unconstitutional “as it applies to public expression and publication concerning public officials, public figures and private individuals engaged in public affairs.”\(^{29}\) The Andersons also sued Larpenter in federal district court, alleging that Larpenter had violated their First and Fourth Amendment rights.\(^{30}\) The district court denied a motion from Larpenter asserting qualified immunity from the charges,\(^{31}\) and he later reached an undisclosed settlement with the Andersons.\(^{32}\)

Louisiana officials in other parts of the state have also filed criminal defamation complaints against their critics. A council member in Livingston Parish filed an incident report in 2012 stating that a critic who posted under a pseudonym in the comments section of a local newspaper’s Facebook page had written negative remarks about three council members. During its investigation related to the incident report, local sheriff’s office detectives subpoenaed Facebook and the local Internet service provider, which provided records linking the pseudonymous accounts to the address
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of Royce McLin. The detectives executed a warrant on McLin’s home and seized computers, one of which was later confirmed to be linked to the pseudonymous Facebook account. Later, the council members swore out criminal complaints alleging they were subjected to criminal defamation because of the comments. Three warrants were issued for McLin’s arrest. McLin voluntarily surrendered to authorities after learning of the charges, but the district attorney’s office dismissed the charges four months later.  

McLin then sued the Livingston Parish sheriff’s office and the council members, alleging that they had violated his First and Fourth Amendment rights. However, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit dismissed his lawsuit, holding that the defendants were entitled to qualified immunity.

In a separate instance, a judicial candidate was under investigation and accused of committing criminal defamation after running ads claiming that his incumbent opponent was a “coke-snorting, meth-buying, drunken judge.”  

The Montana Attorney General’s Office ultimately declined to prosecute the candidate.  

Perhaps due to the strength of the Garrison precedent, prosecutions involving public officials or public issues tend to be the exception rather than the norm in the United States. More often, criminal defamation prosecutions involve disputes between private individuals. One study found that 37 of 61 criminal libel prosecutions initiated in Wisconsin between 1991 and 2007 involved solely private affairs. Eleven cases involved low-level government employees who did not have control over the direction of public policy, and the disputes were over private issues. The other thirteen cases involved criticisms of public officials. But nearly all of the cases did not involve disputes over what would generally be regarded as matters of public concern. Similarly, thirteen criminal defamation prosecutions in Minnesota between 2011 and 2014 had little to do with matters of public interest - rather, many of the cases involved the disclosure of private information via online communication. 
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One example of a criminal defamation prosecution over a private dispute is *State of Minnesota v. Turner*, decided by the Minnesota Court of Appeals in 2015. Prosecutors brought charges against Timothy Turner, alleging he violated the state’s criminal defamation statute when he published multiple posts on online-classified advertising service Craigslist to exact revenge on a former lover. Prosecutors alleged Turner wrote the posts, containing sexually explicit text, posing as his ex-girlfriend and her underage daughter. Several men subsequently sent messages soliciting sex and containing pornographic images to the woman and her daughter. Turner was later found guilty of committing criminal defamation. However, the Minnesota Court of Appeals overturned the conviction and declared Minnesota’s criminal defamation law unconstitutional, holding the statute was overbroad because under its own terms truth could serve as a defense only if a statement was also “communicated with good motives and for justifiable ends.” The appellate court also declined to narrowly construe that statute, finding the standard requiring a true statement to be “only exempt if it is fair and made in good faith” was in direct conflict with the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in *Garrison*.

The appellate court’s decision was not the final blow to criminal defamation in Minnesota. In 2016, rather than repeal the law, the Minnesota state legislature amended the criminal defamation statute to criminalize “false and defamatory” statements, removing only language that placed limitations on truth as a defense. In early 2017, Robert Drews pleaded guilty to violating the amended criminal defamation statute after initially being charged with making threats of terrorism. Drews had phoned an ex-girlfriend’s new beau and threatened to use a bomb to kill the couple during an upcoming date at a casino. Drews later pleaded guilty to criminal defamation, admitting that he sent text messages to the new boyfriend that included false information about the sexual history of Drews’ ex-
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girlfriend.\textsuperscript{48} The resulting punishment included a suspended jail sentence and a fine.\textsuperscript{49}

Although anti-SLAPP (strategic lawsuit against public participation) statutes might seem to provide a possible means to curtail criminal defamation actions in frivolous cases, the personal nature of the communications in these examples suggests that they are unlikely to be effective. Several states have enacted anti-SLAPP laws to curtail baseless lawsuits designed to intimidate speakers, including journalists and news media organizations, from participating in discussions on matters of public concern.\textsuperscript{50} However, a California state court decision in 2010 held that the state’s anti-SLAPP statute was inapplicable in a civil lawsuit based on a cyber bullying claim involving private parties.\textsuperscript{51} In that case, the family of a high school student, D.C., sued the family of another student, R.R., in 2005 after the latter posted threats and derogatory comments about the former’s sexual orientation on a website promoting D.C.’s entertainment career.\textsuperscript{52} D.C. alleged in his lawsuit that R.R. had libeled him by falsely claiming D.C. was homosexual, intentionally inflicted emotional distress through outrageous statements, and had violated D.C.’s rights under the state’s hate crimes laws prohibiting threats of violence motivated by perceived sexual orientation.\textsuperscript{53}

R.R. filed an anti-SLAPP motion under California state law, claiming that his message was protected speech because he had written his comments in a public forum on an issue of public interest.\textsuperscript{54} The trial court denied R.R.’s motion, finding that his statements were not made in connection to a public issue, and the California Court of Appeal, Second District, affirmed the trial court’s decision, finding that R.R. had failed to prove that his comments were matters of public interest or that D.C. was a public figure in this context.\textsuperscript{55} “The public was not fascinated with D.C., nor was there widespread public interest in his personal life,” the appellate court wrote. “Simply put, R.R.’s message did not concern a person in the public eye,
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conduct that could directly affect large numbers of people beyond the participants, or a topic of widespread public interest.”

Although anti-SLAPP statutes are typically invoked in civil litigation, the California case demonstrates the limits of such speech-protective laws in cases involving private matters. A majority of the criminal defamation cases in the United States do involve purely personal disputes, and the California appellate court decision suggests that defendants in such cases cannot turn to anti-SLAPP statutes as a tool to defend themselves. Moreover, anti-SLAPP laws in many states have come under intense criticism in recent years. The highest courts in Minnesota and Washington struck down their respective state anti-SLAPP statutes, finding that the laws deprived claimants of the right to a trial by jury as guaranteed by their state constitutions and the Sixth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.

Although the majority of American states have abandoned criminal punishments for false speech harming others’ reputations, criminal defamation statutes remain alive and well in many parts of the United States. These criminal defamation cases most often involve disputes between private individuals, though notable exceptions involving public officials filing complaints against bloggers or individual critics do occur. But on the whole, public officials or figures seeking criminal defamation prosecutions to target traditional journalists or newspapers are rare, unlike many other parts of the world.

III. CRIMINAL DEFAMATION CASES OUTSIDE OF THE UNITED STATES

Outside the United States, public officials and figures appear more willing, or even eager, to seek criminal penalties against their critics, including those who would be considered traditional journalists. Many international criminal defamation cases stem from private prosecutions, which are barred or limited in most parts of the United States. This ability
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to initiate private prosecutions appears to create wider variations in the
types of criminal defamation cases that occur.

Through our examination of reports on international criminal
defamation, we found that four major types of categories of international
criminal defamation cases emerged. These categories include criticisms of
powerful people perceived as insults, allegations of corruption, accusations
of other questionable behavior, and accusations of sexual indiscretions.
These categories are not exhaustive and can overlap, but many cases fall
within this typology.

A. Criticisms Perceived as Insults

The most predominant category of criminal defamation cases involves
situations in which a government official or other public figure with
significant social influence perceives criticism as an insult. For example, an
outspoken Canadian blogger in New Brunswick faced a criminal
defamation investigation in 2012 over online posts criticizing local police
officers.60 Charles LeBlanc used his blog to criticize a Fredericton police
officer that had given him a ticket for failing to wear a bicycle helmet,
writing that the official was a “fascist cop” and “sexual pervert Québécois
[constable].”61 The officer filed a criminal defamation complaint against
LeBlanc, which resulted in Fredericton police officers searching LeBlanc’s
apartment and seizing computer equipment.62 The New Brunswick Justice
Department later decided not to bring charges against LeBlanc under
Section 301 of Canada’s Criminal Code, which punishes “defamatory
libel.”63 Department officials noted that other Canadian provinces had
previously found Section 301 unconstitutional because it did not require
prosecutors to show that a defendant had known that an alleged libelous
statement was false.64
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Because of their contentious history with LeBlanc, Fredericton police officials referred the matter to the Edmundston Police Force, which arrested LeBlanc in November 2016.\textsuperscript{65} The officers told LeBlanc that the new investigation was based on Section 300 of the Canadian Criminal Code, which punishes anyone “who publishes libel that he knows is false.”\textsuperscript{66} The justice department in New Brunswick again declined to bring charges against LeBlanc.\textsuperscript{67} After this decision, Edmundston Police Chief Gilles Lee said that the criminal defamation investigations into LeBlanc’s blog postings were at “the end of the road.”\textsuperscript{68}

Additional examples from other countries include traditional journalists and other commentators facing criminal investigations, charges, or convictions for publishing criticism that government officials or public figures perceive as insults. In 2015, the European Court of Human Rights upheld a criminal defamation conviction of an Italian attorney who was upset about the outcome of a case and criticized a specific district court judge in a letter, alleging that the judge had willfully committed errors while presiding over the case.\textsuperscript{69} The court found that the letter overstepped the bounds of permissible criticism because it suggested the judge had disregarded her ethical duties—potentially a criminal offense—without providing any proof that such claims were true.\textsuperscript{70}

By contrast, the following year, the European Court of Human Rights overturned the criminal defamation conviction of a Polish newspaper editor who published a satirical story calling a local government employee a “numbskull,” “poser,” and a “dim-witted official,” as well as describing the local mayor and spokesperson as “dull bosses” for their roles in a local farming project.\textsuperscript{71} The court determined that the conviction had interfered with the editor’s right to freedom of expression to comment on issues of legitimate public concern.\textsuperscript{72} In 2017, French journalists Elise Lucet and
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Laurent Richard faced a criminal defamation lawsuit filed in a French court by the Azerbaijani government after they described it as a “dictatorship.” 73 The court later dismissed the lawsuit, noting, “press law has been put in place to prevent political censorship.” 74

These examples are only a small sample of the variety of international criminal defamation cases involving criticism that public officials and figures perceive as insults.

B. Allegations of Corruption

International cases of criminal defamation also frequently involve accusations of official corruption, intimating that public officials or prominent figures have personally benefitted from malfeasance. 75 Once exposed, the public officials or figures typically seek a criminal defamation conviction against the journalists or news organizations that publicized the corrupt activity. One such case arose in Bulgaria in 2000. In the Bulgarian education system, after completing the seventh or eighth grade, students continue into either an ordinary or a specialized secondary school, depending on their scores on competitive examinations. 76 Under Ministry of Education regulations, children with certain medical conditions or special educational needs can be admitted to specialized secondary schools without an examination, and in May 2000, the Ministry of Education and Science appointed four officials to select such students for admission into these schools. 77 The following month, 14 parents wrote a letter to the Ministry, alleging that 157 students, mostly the children of medical doctors, paramedical staff, and teachers, had been admitted to specialized schools based on their medical conditions, despite the fact that many were “perfectly healthy.” 78 The parents also alleged that several children had been admitted in exchange for payments. 79
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Katya Kasabova, a journalist for the newspaper *Compass*, wrote a story about the scandal titled “Corruption in Burgas education! Four experts and a doctor sacked over bribes?”80 The story reported that the four officials “[would] be sacked for corruption.”81 It further stated that “40 boys and girls . . . got onto the [specialized secondary school] lists despite having no right to benefit from the privilege” and that the officials “pocketed at least 300 [United States] dollars” for every child they let through, totaling $15,000.82

In December 2000, the four officials filed a criminal complaint against Kasabova and the editor-in-chief of *Compass* in the Burgas District Court.83 The officials argued that several statements in the three stories written by Kasabova constituted defamation under Article 147 of the Criminal Code of Bulgaria.84 In May 2002, a Bulgarian court found Kasabova guilty of defaming the four officials.85 The district court later ordered her to pay an administrative fine, damages, and the legal costs of the officials.86 The court found that Kasabova had failed to provide adequate evidence that she had fully vetted the allegations against the officials, thus “failing to fulfill her journalistic duty.”87 In 2011, the European Court of Human Rights overturned the judgment, finding that the financial penalties were disproportionate given that the total cost was more than 35 times Kasabova’s monthly salary.88 However, the Court also found that the Bulgarian courts’ judgment that Kasabova had not fulfilled her journalistic duty was “reasonable.”89

Several cases of journalists facing criminal defamation charges that stem from reporting on corruption have arisen in Central and South America. For example, the former director of a public college in Peru brought a criminal defamation complaint against *Nor Oriente* editor Alejandro Carrascal Carrasco after the newspaper published reports of
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corruption at the institution. In 2010, the Peruvian Supreme Court later overturned the conviction. In 2011, a Bolivian sports journalist was arrested for writing about alleged corruption related to the Bolivia’s National Soccer Association president’s management of the organization’s funds. The journalist was convicted and ordered to pay a fine. José Rubén Zamora Marroquín, editor of Guatemalan newspaper elPeriódico, faced a criminal defamation complaint filed by President Otto Pérez Molina in late 2013 after reporting on corruption within the president’s administration. A court barred the editor from leaving the country after the complaint was filed and was considering whether to freeze his assets. However, the president later withdrew the complaint in early 2014 after consulting attorneys. Molina resigned from the presidency and was arrested on charges of corruption in 2015.

C. Allegations of Malfeasance or Other Questionable Behavior

The third grouping of international criminal defamation cases involves public officials or figures engaging in malfeasance or other types of questionable behavior. These individuals attempt to retaliate against journalists and news organizations through criminal defamation charges. In these instances, the official’s or public figure’s malfeasance may not result in any specific personal benefit. However, the alleged behavior can directly affect the public if the individual has violated ethical or legal boundaries.

In late 2016, BBC’s Southeast Asia correspondent Jonathan Head faced a criminal defamation prosecution brought by an attorney in Thailand over...
his reporting on a criminal group’s scheme to scam foreign retirees out of their properties. The story included allegations that a retired British businessman’s wife had forged his signature on documents that removed him as the head of a company that owned several Thai properties. Head reported that attorney Pratuan Thanarak had notarized the businessman’s signature on the documents. Head also reported that the attorney admitted on tape that the businessman was not present when the documents were signed. The businessman’s wife was later convicted and jailed for her role in the fraud scheme.

Thanarak brought a private criminal defamation prosecution against Head, alleging that the report caused him to be “defamed, insulted or hated.” In addition to criminal defamation, Head faced a separate criminal charge under Thailand’s Computer Crimes Act, which forbade uploading “false data” online. Thai authorities also ordered Head to surrender his passport while the trial was proceeding, which could have taken up to two years. But in August 2017, Thanarak dropped his criminal defamation suit against Head on the first scheduled day of the trial.

Journalists in other parts of the world have also faced criminal defamation prosecutions as a result of reports of government officials’ and prominent figures’ questionable behavior. In 2011, Montenegrin journalist Petar Komnenić was convicted of defaming government authorities after publishing a report alleging that officials had conducted illegal surveillance on judges. He was ordered to pay a fine of 3,000 euros or serve four
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months in jail as a penalty for the conviction. Komnenić’s conviction was initially upheld on appeal in 2012 despite Montenegro’s decriminalization of defamation a few months after his trial. The Montenegrin parliament subsequently passed a law in 2013 that provided amnesty to people convicted of criminal defamation, and Komnenić was eventually pardoned.

Ecuadorian President Rafael Correa filed a criminal defamation suit against newspaper El Universo over a column calling him a dictator. El Universo columnist Emilio Palacio accused Correa of granting troops permission to fire on a hospital filled with patients during a police protest in September 2010. A trial court convicted Palacio and the owners of El Universo of defaming Correa, sentencing them to three-year prison terms and assessing damages equivalent to $42 million in U.S. dollars, and the penalties were upheld on appeal by the Ecuadorian Supreme Court of Justice in 2012. Shortly thereafter, Correa granted pardons to the El Universo owners and Palacio, citing the international condemnation of the convictions as the motivating force.

D. Allegations of Sexual Indiscretions

The final broad category of cases includes instances in which journalists and news organizations face criminal defamation charges related to reports of sexual indiscretions of government officials or other public figures. In many instances, the indiscretions may simply be embarrassing to the prominent individual; in other cases, the alleged behavior could potentially constitute a violation of law. After allegations of sexual indiscretions are made public, the official or high-profile figure seeks criminal punishments against the reporter or news organizations. These types of cases are less prevalent than cases found in the other categories.

Canadian fashion designer Peter Nygard initiated a private criminal defamation prosecution against three Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
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(CBC) journalists in 2011. Nygard filed the complaint after the CBC investigative news show “Fifth Estate” aired a critical documentary in 2010 reporting that the designer was abusive to staff working at his estate in the Bahamas. The documentary also reported that Nygard engaged in sexual conduct with an underage girl from the Dominican Republic at his Bahamian home in 2003. After the documentary aired, Nygard filed a criminal defamation suit against “Fifth Estate” host Bob McKeown and the program’s producers, Timothy Sawa and Morris Karp, alleging that the journalists had violated Sections 300 and 301 of the Canadian Criminal Code. In April 2017, the CBC journalists lost a years-long procedural battle in a Manitoba appellate court, which denied the journalists’ attempts to dismiss summonses to appear in district court to face the charges. The decision allowed Nygard’s prosecution targeting the CBC to move forward.

Peruvian journalist Paul Segundo Garay Ramírez also faced prosecution in 2011 over allegations that he made defamatory remarks about a local attorney during a radio broadcast. Prosecutor Agustín López Cruz brought a suit against Ramírez, claiming that the journalist was the unidentified voice on an undated radio clip where the speaker described the prosecutor as an “erotic dwarf” who sexually harassed young litigants. Ramírez denied that his voice was on the recording and claimed that the prosecutor brought the case as retribution for his reporting on corruption. Neither Cruz nor Ramírez provided evidence to definitively prove their claims during the trial. Ramírez was convicted and sentenced to three years in prison, and the Peruvian Supreme Court recommended the
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conviction be overturned after receiving a report from Peru’s chief prosecutor highlighting deficiencies in the evidence used at trial.125

Looking ahead, it is possible that the number of criminal libel prosecutions involving allegations of sexual misconduct could increase in the near future. In the United States, the “#MeToo movement” has prompted greater scrutiny and awareness of allegations of sexual harassment and assault. The #MeToo campaign, launched by activist Tarana Burke in 2006,126 gained prominence in 2017 after widespread reports alleging high-profile film producer Harvey Weinstein of sexually harassing women in Hollywood circles for years, which resulted in his termination from the movie studio bearing his name.127 Shortly thereafter, other powerful and prominent figures in film and media faced credible accusations of similar misbehavior, resulting in many losing their jobs.128 At the same time, women, and some men, took to social media sites to share stories of sexual harassment and sexual assault they had faced to demonstrate how commonplace such misconduct can be.129 In some situations, individuals who disclosed accounts of sexual harassment or assault included the names of the alleged perpetrators.

Unsurprisingly, civil defamation lawsuits followed.130 In an October 2017 Facebook post, Melanie Kohler accused film director Brett Ratner of...
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rape, claiming that he “had preyed on me as a drunk girl [and] forced himself upon me.” Soon after, Ratner’s attorney threatened her with a defamation lawsuit, and Kohler removed the post. A week later, on November 1, the Los Angeles Times published a story recounting six additional allegations of sexual harassment by Ratner, including celebrities. Within hours, Ratner filed a lawsuit against Kohler in the District Court of Hawaii, even though she was not quoted in the Los Angeles Times article. Kohler filed a motion in early January 2018 asking the district court to apply the anti-SLAPP law of California where Ratner lives and the alleged rape occurred, to dismiss Ratner’s suit. However, Ratner later agreed to drop the lawsuit in October 2018 for an undisclosed reason.

Meanwhile in Kentucky, the owner of a prominent Louisville bar filed defamation lawsuits in state court in November 2017 against two women for alleging on social media that he had raped one of them, and drugged the other two weeks earlier. One of the posts included a picture of the owner as well as “#metoo” in the caption. In November 2018, one of the women accusing the bar owner of assault filed a countersuit, alleging the owner of improperly using his lawsuit and the court system to harass her.

Allan Cobb, a lawyer representing the woman, told the Louisville Courier Journal the lawsuit was also intended to discourage other possible victims from speaking out. “The circus (our client) has been through may
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be a deciding factor for these women,” Cobb told the Courier Journal. “It’s not something women want to come forward to and expose themselves to. It’s abuse of process, and we’re going to show, we believe, that he’s trying to silence a victim.”

These cases—admittedly, all civil proceedings—demonstrate that prominent figures in the United States have quickly turned to defamation litigation as a way to combat allegations of sexual harassment and silence critics. As movements such as #MeToo grow internationally, it is likely only a matter of time before government officials and public figures begin to exploit criminal defamation laws in an attempt to silence even legitimate accusations of sexual misconduct. Numerous examples in the United States and throughout the world show that if criminal defamation laws are available, people will use them as a way to stifle criticisms.

Although not an exhaustive list, the examples in these four categories illustrate the most common types of situations where public officials and prominent figures seek to utilize criminal defamation to pursue and punish their critics. These international cases demonstrate that powerful figures are willing to attack individuals such as journalists, bloggers and critics, as well as large news organizations. The cases also show that those in the public eye are willing to target critics who engage in commentary they perceive as insults, allegations of corruption, malfeasance, or sexual indiscretions. These types of cases present real threats to freedom of expression and the public’s “right to know.”

IV. CRIMINAL DEFAMATION PENALTIES WITHIN AND OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES

Throughout the world, journalists and other individuals charged with criminal defamation typically face three possible punishments: monetary penalties, imprisonment, and being temporarily barred from journalistic practice. However, in the majority of instances, criminal defamation charges against journalists are either not formally levied or are dropped. Additionally, many defamation convictions are overturned on appeal, or a governmental authority grants a pardon. Nevertheless, the specter of punishment for criminal defamation remains a threat to the ability to practice robust journalism.

139 Id.
A. Financial Penalties

When journalists are punished for criminal defamation, they most often face financial penalties, which may take the form of a monetary fine, a mandated donation to a charity or other non-governmental organization, the freezing of the individual’s bank account, or garnishment of a portion of their wages. One such case unfolded in Azerbaijan in November 2009, when Azerbaijan Interior Minister Ramil Usobov filed a criminal defamation lawsuit against Ayyub Karimov, editor-in-chief of the Azerbaijani newspaper Femida 007. Usobov claimed that a series of articles published in the newspaper were inaccurate and damaged his dignity and honor. Karimov had also criticized the Ministry of Internal Affairs in an interview with the opposition daily newspaper Azadlig (Freedom), contending that the Ministry had become a “nest” for criminals. In a subsequent interview with Human Rights Watch, Karimov defended his interview:

In my commentary to Azadlig I didn’t identify the names of any individual. It wasn’t a personal insult against the minister. . . . I expressed my opinion after a group of criminals and kidnappers had been arrested in the Ministry [of Internal Affairs]. Present counter-arguments, and if I am proved wrong, then ask me to refute my words by publishing a retraction. But imprisonment is simply retaliation.

The charges against Karimov were brought under Article 147 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Azerbaijan. The Yasamal District Court sentenced Karimov to an 18-month suspended sentence, ordered that his salary be garnished by 15 percent for the duration of the sentence, and forced him to pay legal costs. An appeals court upheld the sentence in October 2010.

Although these financial penalties might appear de minimis, they can be crippling to journalists in developing countries. If there is no financial assistance available, fines could potentially force journalists into poverty or
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even compel them to leave the field entirely. In 2012, the Regional Court in Plzeň and the Czech Constitutional Court confirmed the criminal defamation conviction of a journalist working for the tabloid newspaper Blesk (Flash). The case arose in 2008 when the journalist, who was not named in any of the news stories but was identified as a male, covered the murder of a woman and her small child in the town of Luh nad Svatavou, near the German border. The alleged killer, the uncle of the murdered woman, had hanged himself in the woman’s home. The woman’s body was found naked, and, coupled with other evidence, the journalist reported that she had had voluntary “wild sex” with the killer before she was murdered. The woman’s husband then brought charges for criminal defamation, claiming that the reporter’s insinuation that the alleged sexual encounter had been consensual was false, and that it was “unsubstantiated and was not confirmed by later police investigations,” according to a local news story.

Although the journalist claimed he had made every effort to obtain accurate information, the District Court found that he had damaged the honor, human dignity, and reputation of the deceased and survivors under Article 84 of the Czech Criminal Code. The court ordered him to pay a fine of 80,000 Czech crowns (~$3,700), four times the journalist’s monthly salary of 20,000 crowns. Because of the potential financial hardship of the fine, the newspaper ultimately paid it on the journalist’s behalf.

B. Imprisonment

Journalists also face imprisonment when convicted of criminal defamation charges, although this happens less frequently than the imposition of monetary penalties. Our examination found several instances in which journalists spent time in jail or prison or were
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ordered to carry out sentences of hard labor or other compulsory work. One such sentence was imposed in Belarus. In June 2002, Mikola Markevich, editor-in-chief of Pahonia (The Emblem), a Grodno-based independent weekly newspaper, and Pavel Mazheiko, a journalist for the same newspaper, were convicted of defaming Belarus President Alexander Lukashenko under Article 367 of the Belarusian Criminal Code. The charges were brought following an article published during the September 2001 presidential elections in which Markevich and Mazheiko called upon voters to oppose Lukashenko, alleging that he was involved in the “disappearances” of political leaders. However, before the 11,000 issues of the paper containing the article could be disseminated, they were confiscated at the printing house. Authorities shut down Pahonia in November 2001.

Both Markevich and Mazheiko received sentences of “restricted freedom,” with the editor-in-chief receiving two and a half years and the journalist receiving two years, and while the sentences were later reduced on appeal to one year each, the men were still required to engage in hard labor under police supervision. Markevich was sentenced to spend the duration of his sentence in the town of Osipovitchy, while Mazheiko was sentenced to serve his term in Zhlobin—both small, economically depressed towns located in the areas affected by the fallout from the 1986 Chernobyl nuclear disaster. In these towns, the journalists were required to work any hard labor job they could find before eventually being released in March 2003.

In an interview with International League for Human Rights editor Victor Cole, the journalists compared their sentences to that of political
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prisoners during the reign of Soviet dictator Josef Stalin, who used internal exile as a means of punishing critics of his regime.\textsuperscript{163} “The parallels with the Stalin era are obvious,” Markovic said. “My grandfather was repressed, and now the Belarusian authorities are using the same methods.”\textsuperscript{164} Although this particular example involved a sentence of hard labor, our examination also uncovered cases in which other individuals convicted of criminal defamation served sentences ranging from one month to two and a half years in prison, including in Azerbaijan,\textsuperscript{165} Bolivia,\textsuperscript{166} Ecuador,\textsuperscript{167} Slovenia,\textsuperscript{168} and India,\textsuperscript{169} among others.

C. Barred from the Practice of Journalism

Although comparatively rare, some journalists have been barred from practicing journalism for a designated period of time. In 2015, the Leninsky District Court in the Russian Federation found journalist and blogger Sergei Reznik (Сергей Резник) guilty of insulting the deputy prosecutor of the Rostov region, as well as the criminal police investigator and the deputy chief of the Centre for Extremism Prevention of the Russian Federation Ministry of Internal Affairs Main Directorate.\textsuperscript{170} The court determined Reznik had used his blog on LiveJournal to criticize law
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enforcement officials, referring to them in derogatory terms such as “marmosets” and “crocodiles,” and describing one official as a “tractor driver,” “scoundrel,” “swindler,” and more. The court found such statements of the journalist to be insulting and in violation of Article 319 of the Russian Federation Criminal Code.

After conviction under Article 319, the court barred the journalist from working at any media agencies for one year and 10 months. On the other charges, Reznik was sentenced to three years in a prison colony, to begin upon finishing an 18-month prison term for a separate offense in 2013. Reznik’s lawyer, Tumas Misakyan, told the International Bar Association that the Russian criminal code’s section on criminal defamation was being abused and employed as a means of denying freedom of expression to those with legitimate criticisms to make. He said, “You just cannot predict what you should and should not say... It is not possible to correlate the words with the [court] sentence you get because it is completely subjective implementation—and misuse—of the law.”

D. No Formalized Punishments

Although the journalists discussed above faced financial penalties, imprisonment, and being barred from practicing journalism, the majority of cases identified in our examination did not result in the imposition of judicially sanctioned punishment. In fact, many criminal defamation complaints are dismissed or dropped before a formal trial on the charges can take place, though journalists are still subject to searches, arrests, and imprisonment while the charges are still under consideration.

One such case arose in the United States in 2003 when Thomas Mink launched his online and print newsletter, The Howling Pig, while a student at the University of Northern Colorado. Mink intended the newsletter to
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be “a regular bitch sheet that will speak truth to power, obscenities to clergy, and advice to all the stoners sitting around watching Scooby Doo,” as well as “a forum for the pissed off and disenfranchised in Northern Colorado, basically everybody.” Mink wrote irreverent editor’s notes under the pseudonym “Junius Puke” alongside an altered photo of then-University of Northern Colorado economics professor Junius Peake, which depicted the professor in dark sunglasses and a Hitler-like mustache.

In November 2003, Peake contacted the police, claiming that he was criminally defamed by The Howling Pig’s use of his photograph, as well as by statements in the newsletter alleging that the professor “gambled in tech stocks” in the 1990s and wore sunglasses to avoid being recognized by his colleagues on Wall Street where “he managed to luck out and ride the tech bubble of the nineties like a $20 whore and make a fortune,” among other statements. Under Colorado’s criminal defamation statute in place at the time, it was a class 6 felony to knowingly publish any statement tending to “impeach the honesty, integrity, virtue, or reputation or expose the natural defects of one who is alive, and thereby to expose him to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule.”

On December 12, 2003, police executed a search warrant on Mink’s residence and property, including his computer, as part of the investigation into Peake’s allegations. In early 2004, however, a federal district court ordered Mink’s possessions returned after the district attorney’s office announced it had decided not to prosecute him. Mink later filed a lawsuit against the Colorado attorney general, the local district attorney, and a deputy district attorney, alleging that his Fourth Amendment rights had been violated by the search and that his First Amendment rights were violated by the “imminent threat” of a criminal defamation charge.

After several years of procedural skirmishes and appeals, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit concluded in 2010 that Mink had “plausibly alleged that [the defendants] violated [his] clearly established constitutional rights” under the Fourth Amendment. In a later court
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proceeding on June 3, 2011, Judge Lewis Babcock of the U.S. District Court for the District of Colorado agreed with the Tenth Circuit’s ruling that there was no probable cause to issue a warrant related to a violation of Colorado’s criminal defamation statute because “no reasonable reader” of The Howling Pig “would believe that the statements in that context were said by Professor Peake in the guise of Junius Puke, nor would any reasonable person believe that they were statements of fact as opposed to hyperbole or parody.” Mink eventually agreed to a $425,000 settlement of his lawsuit against the deputy district attorney in December 2011. But to achieve this, Mink had been forced to initiate a civil rights lawsuit regarding the search of his home, and spend several years in litigation in order to fight the possibility of a criminal defamation charge. The criminal defamation statute was subsequently repealed by the Colorado legislature in a bill signed by Governor John Hickenlooper on April 13, 2017.

Significantly, throughout the years of proceedings, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit had declined to rule on the facial unconstitutionality of Colorado’s criminal defamation statute. In a 2007 decision, the appellate court held that Mink lacked standing to make a First Amendment challenge, and his claim that the statute was unconstitutional was moot because the district attorney declined to initiate a prosecution. The appellate court wrote:

At the time the original complaint was filed . . . police had conducted a search of Mink’s residence, seized his computer and papers, and were retaining them pending further investigation. Attempts by Mink’s counsel to dissuade the district attorney from charging him had yet to bear fruit. Thus, Mink appeared to have a legitimate basis for alleging a credible fear of future prosecution when he brought the suit.

Nonetheless, we conclude Mink lacks standing under our case law. First, based on his review of controlling [U.S.] Supreme Court precedents, the district attorney disclaimed an intent to prosecute immediately after the lawsuit was filed. . . . No charges were ever filed against Mink and the district attorney publicly announced he would not prosecute well before his office filed an answer or motion to dismiss. Where a plaintiff only
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seeks prospective relief, standing is defeated when there is evidence the government will not enforce the challenged statute against the plaintiff.

Second, it is significant Mink filed an amended complaint after the district attorney disclosed his intent not to prosecute. The sequence of events confirms Mink had no “injury in fact” for prospective relief when he filed his amended complaint. Any threat against Mink at the time was “hypothetical,” not “actual and imminent.”

The Tenth Circuit’s dismissal of the First Amendment claim implied that prosecutorial discretion mitigates the potential harms that enforcement of criminal defamation statutes can create, even in situations when a speaker’s property is searched and seized based on the exercise of constitutionally protected expression. However, even if it might be an effective deterrent in some instances, such discretion has limits.

In Kansas, the editor and the publisher of The New Observer, a free-circulation tabloid, were convicted of criminal defamation in 2002 after reporting that Kansas City, Kansas Mayor Carol Marinovich and her husband, a judge, did not live in the county where they held office, as required by law. During the case, the presiding judge refused to allow a local district attorney to prosecute because of the contentious history his office had with the defendants and as a result, the district attorney sought a private attorney, David Farris, from outside of the county to act as a special prosecutor. During his closing argument, Farris told the jury, “you can’t print a lie. That’s a crime in the state of Kansas and it’s a misdemeanor—some of us wish it was a felony.” The jury convicted the editor and the publisher, who were each fined $700 and placed on one year of unsupervised probation. Significantly, the Kansas criminal defamation statute facially complied with Garrison because the Kansas state legislature had added an “actual malice” requirement in 1995. This case demonstrates that relying on prosecutorial discretion alone is not sufficient to mitigate the threat that criminal defamation has on journalists’ and others’ free expression.
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In many cases, journalists who are charged and convicted of criminal defamation are later exonerated. The types of sentences they initially faced vary, but on appeal, a court may overturn the conviction, or governmental authorities may pardon the journalist, such as in Panama, Ecuador, and Serbia. One high-profile example in which a court overturned the conviction of journalists on charges of criminal defamation took place in Germany. In August 2010, German freelance journalists Thomas Datt and Arndt Ginzel were convicted of criminal defamation arising from two articles published in the daily newspaper Die Zeit and the newsmagazine Der Spiegel in 2008. The articles investigated alleged links between former high-ranking judicial officials, including judges and prosecutors, in the state of Saxony and a brothel. The scandal was known as the Sachsensumpf (Saxony Swamp). In the article appearing in Die Zeit, titled “Voreiliger Freispruch” (“Early Release”), Datt and Ginzel criticized the police investigation into the scandal.

The journalists based the story largely on interviews with former prostitutes from the brothel, one of whom had allegedly identified a judge to police in 2000, but the identification was never entered into evidence. Datt and Ginzel presented evidence supporting this claim, and also asked rhetorically whether the investigating officers had been under internal pressure to protect the judge. Although the two officers later said they were not offended by the article, the police commissioner nevertheless sought criminal defamation charges. In the article published
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in *Der Spiegel*, titled “Dreckige Wäsche” (“Dirty Laundry”), the journalists further criticized the investigation and one of the judges tied to the scandal, who filed criminal defamation charges against the journalists.\(^\text{206}\)

In August 2010, Datt and Ginzel were convicted of criminal defamation under Criminal Code Article 186.\(^\text{207}\) The lower court in Dresden sentenced the journalists to pay fines of €2,500 each, finding that the rhetorical question in the first article had “damage[ed] the honour” of the officers.\(^\text{208}\) However, in December 2012, the Dresden Regional Court overturned the ruling, finding that the question raised by the journalists was sufficiently grounded in fact.\(^\text{209}\) The Regional Court also rejected the charges brought in relation to the second article, finding that the story concerned a matter of public interest.\(^\text{210}\) The court cited constitutional jurisprudence, which provides that “an honour-offending media report can also be allowed if it is later proven to be untrue even if already at the moment of publishing there remain doubts about the reliability of the material used.”\(^\text{211}\)

Although the case in Germany was resolved within the country’s courts, in some cases, the EU Court of Human Rights has overturned convictions that had been upheld by appeals courts and/or Supreme Courts, such as in Finland,\(^\text{212}\) Hungary,\(^\text{213}\) and Poland.\(^\text{214}\)

Throughout the world, journalists facing charges of criminal defamation are subject to consequences such as financial penalties, imprisonment, or being barred from practicing journalism. It is true that many of the cases found in our examination resulted in no formal charges, or the charges were dropped. In other cases, courts or government officials sometimes overturned convictions before journalists’ formal punishment was imposed. Nevertheless, the mere possibility of such consequences
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threatens journalists and other advocates, potentially chilling their free speech and limiting press freedoms.

V. COMBATTING DEFAMATION LAW IN ITS MOST WEAPONIZED FORM

Criminal defamation law has been a persistent feature of societies for millennia, with roots in ancient Babylonia and the Roman Empire. In England, the Court of the Star Chamber adopted common law criminal defamation rules after the development of the printing press in the 15th century. The rules were initially designed to protect the monarchy from criticism, but they were also applied to defamatory statements about private individuals in non-political contexts. Common law criminal defamation laws were still in place in England during the 19th century, and were later enforced in the North American colonies. Many justified the continued use of criminal defamation law as a way to avert breaches of the peace, such as duels or other vigilante acts, undertaken by those who felt their dignity or honor had been impugned.

The threat of widespread dueling may not be realistic today, but governments still claim legitimate concerns about maintaining a peaceful society as a pretext to censor or punish speech. The spread of “fake news” could potentially provide an additional pretext to do so.

For the purpose of this argument, fake news is defined as statements that are demonstrably false and disseminated with the deliberate intent to deceive. And, indeed, widespread and pervasive false information online has led to potentially dangerous offline situations. For example, a man was arrested in late 2016 after he carried an assault rifle and fired shots into a Washington, D.C. pizzeria after reading false allegations online that Hillary Clinton and associates used the restaurant to operate a child sex ring. In
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2017, social media users in Myanmar used false information and out-of-context photographs to describe the Rohingya people, who have been targeted by the Myanmarese military for what U.S. officials described as “ethnic cleansing,” as terrorists and to justify violence against them. Governments could point to these examples as justification for retaining criminal defamation provisions on the books.

The examples of cases in the United States and around the world demonstrate that the threat of criminal defamation charges continues to be a significant deterrent to free speech. Rather than keeping the peace, criminal defamation could become the most potent form of “weaponized defamation” and could act as an “instrument of destruction” for free expression and the public’s right to know. Government officials and prominent figures can and will use it to target their critics. Particularly alarming is a trend of public officials seeking to delegitimize the institutional press’ role as a watchdog of the government by appropriating the term “fake news.” For example, rather than using the term in the context of intentional falsehoods meant to deceive, U.S. President Donald Trump has labeled reports he dislikes as “fake news,” both as a shield to defend himself against criticism and as a sword to strike at the legitimacy of reporting carried out by prominent news organizations. Evidence suggests Trump’s accusations that media organizations are purveyors of fake news have undermined trust in the press among large sections of American public.


Outside the United States, other government officials have taken note of Trump’s attempts to delegitimize critics and the press.226 Syrian President Bashar Assad declared an Amnesty International report about human rights violations at a Syrian prison as fake news in February 2017.227 During an October 2017 interview on BBC One’s The Andrew Marr Show, Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs Alfonso Dastis described pictures and reports of Spanish police officers responding aggressively at polling stations during the Catalonia independence referendum as “alternative facts” and fake news.228 In Myanmar, a state security minister said in December 2017 that the assertion of the mere existence of the Rohingya people was fake news.229 In April 2018, Malaysia adopted an “anti-fake news” law that created criminal punishments for anyone who shows, creates, or disseminates “news, information, data and reports [that] are wholly or partly false.”230 The law was passed in advance of an upcoming national election that observers characterized as a referendum on Prime Minister Najib Razak, who had been accused of being involved in a multi-billion dollar corruption scandal involving government funds.231 Prominent officials in Turkey,232 Russia,233 Libya,234 and Poland,235 among others, have also used the phrase to criticize the press.236

Invocation of the term “fake news” to delegitimize the press, coupled with active use of criminal defamation laws worldwide, create an environment that could significantly undermine global press freedom. Civil society and other freedom of expression advocates must continue to push governments to repeal criminal defamation laws, despite official reluctance to do so.\(^{237}\) As of 2017, 42 of the 57 participating states in the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) still retain criminal defamation laws.\(^{238}\) Throughout the Americas, Jamaica is the only country that has fully repealed its criminal defamation laws.\(^{239}\) Since 2016, high courts in Zimbabwe and Kenya decriminalized defamation, but criminal defamation laws remain widespread in other countries in Africa.\(^{240}\) Press advocates’ continued pressure on governments to repeal criminal defamation laws is a necessary first step to combat the threat of powerful figures using fake news as a sword and shield against rigorous reporting.

Intergovernmental organizations, as well as international agreements, compacts, and treaties, should also be critical of criminal defamation laws. Existing international agreements have focused on enshrining protections for free expression,\(^{241}\) but commitments by international bodies to
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specifically target criminal defamation laws for removal are also necessary and can be effective. For example, the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights adopted a resolution in 2010 calling on countries to “repeal criminal defamation laws or insult laws which impede freedom of speech.”242 In 2013, the Pan-African Parliament adopted the “Midrand Declaration on Press Freedom in Africa” and committed to a campaign for greater press freedom in the continent.243 PEN Africa reported in 2017 that these efforts, along with a 2014 African Court of Human and Peoples’ Rights (ACtHR) decision finding criminal defamation sanctions interfere with journalists’ freedom of expression, have resulted in progress toward the repeal of criminal defamation provisions in several African countries.244 Although PEN Africa contends that further progress is still necessary,245 these results suggest that international cooperation can play an important role in combating criminal defamation worldwide.

Along with repealing of criminal defamation laws, countries should recognize that freedom of expression and the public’s right to know can conflict with other legitimate values, such as individual dignity and reputation.246 As a result of this tension, criminal defamation laws could be used, not only to address genuinely damaging expression, but to target and suppress the opposition news media. Moreover, as the examples from the United States show, criminal defamation may also be used to settle scores arising from private disputes when individuals discover they have been the subject of false information disseminated to the public. If they may have no hope of recovering a monetary award in a civil proceeding, victims may turn to criminal complaints as a way to clear their names, at least in part to avoid the expenses related to civil litigation.247 Even if a plaintiff is successful in a civil suit, the defendant may have limited means to compensate for the reputational injuries the false statements caused.248 But as a criminal complainant, the same individual might have the satisfaction of knowing that criminal penalties were imposed. Although we did not
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246 See, e.g., Frederick Schauer, Uncoupling Free Speech, 92 COLUM. L. REV. 1321, 1321 (1992) (“It is a commonplace that robust free speech systems protect speech not because it is harmless, but despite the harm it may cause.”).
247 Pritchard, supra note 21, at 335-36.
examine international criminal defamation cases involving purely private disputes, we surmise that such cases are likely to happen with at least as much regularity as in the United States.

Governments should develop legal frameworks to replace criminal defamation penalties with affordable and accessible civil litigation options for ordinary individuals whose reputations have been tarnished through the dissemination of deliberately false and defamatory information. These frameworks also must include robust protections to ensure journalists and news organizations do not become easy targets for government officials and public figures seeking to silence criticism. The legal protections should clearly define the elements of defamation and the available defenses to defamation claims, require government officials and public figures to prove “actual malice” before recovering damages for defamation, place limits on civil awards so that monetary damages are proportionate with harm, and ensure that legal costs are not disproportionately expensive so that wealthy and powerful individuals are the only ones with access to judicial systems. Governments should also consider establishing legal environments that encourage media self-regulation processes that would allow victims to repair their reputations without filing lawsuits. These types of protections can help strike a fair balance between the right to free expression and personal reputation, while also ensuring that criminal penalties are not used merely to forestall legitimate debate.

VI. CONCLUSION

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Douglas’ observation that criminal defamation laws are “instruments of destruction” to free expression remains as true today as it was in 1964. The continued viability of these laws perpetuates an environment in which journalists, news organizations, and other advocates face not only possible civil liability, but harassment, imprisonment, or crippling fines, simply for reporting the news. Both in mature democracies and more repressive regimes, the threat of prosecution
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for criminal defamation is a powerful way for government officials and prominent figures to target and silence their critics, and to stifle robust debate about issues of public importance.

In an environment where the powerful are increasingly labeling unflattering or inconvenient news reports as fake, confidence in legacy media has eroded. This benefits those in positions of authority. If the electorate can be convinced that the news media or other watchdogs are knowingly fabricating and disseminating false information for the purpose of misleading the public, it is easier for governments to argue that civil damages are insufficient to protect legitimate reputational and public interests, and that they must act to provide alternative criminal penalties.

In February 2016, while a candidate for President of the United States, Donald Trump promised he would “open up libel laws” to make it easier for public officials and public figures to sue the press.255 He repeated this threat (in the form of a question, in a Twitter post) as President in March 2017, when he was displeased with coverage by the “failing @nytimes.”256 It might seem improbable that Trump would actually seek to create a federal criminal libel law. But in a topsy-turvy world where partisan versions of “alternative facts” take on the veneer of truth257 and documented facts are labeled as “fake,” it is conceivable that anyone who “outrage[s] the sentiments of the dominant party,” as Douglas posited, could be “deemed a libeler” worthy of prosecution under criminal defamation law—the 21st Century equivalent of seditious libel.258 That is a tool any vindictive leader would be delighted to wield as a means of consolidating authority and suppressing dissent.
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Yet those who fear criticism reveal fundamental weakness. Experience teaches us that, in the end, a government that is subject to robust debate is not diminished, but strengthened, as indeed are its people. “Fake news” may seem threatening to those in power, but the way to combat fake news is to encourage more speech, not less. Surely there is no better time for criminal defamation to meet the same fate as seditious libel: consigned to the ash heap of history.